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Gun slinger lawyer fires up AMP activist battle

When it comes to deals, reputations count for a lot. 

If one side of a deal gets a call from Arnold Bloch Leibler partner Leon Zwier, for example, they

know its time to take the gloves off and ready for battle. His reputation as a hard fighting "Mr

Fix It" has been carved out over the course of decades.

So perhaps it is fitting that there is another name rising out of the Melbourne headquartered

firm as a go-to in times of battle.

And, more specifically, for sticking it to company boards and management teams. 

Street Talk understands ABL partner Jeremy Leibler is advising Merlon Capital Partners - the

AMP shareholder that has taken strong exception to the financial services company's board

and its decision to sell its wealth protection and mature business units. 

Merlon kicked off its battle with a strongly worded letter that called AMP's deals "value

destroying" and the most "inept" transaction ever seen by money managers Hamish Carlisle

and Neil Margolis. 

The letter was sent to AMP's board this week, and revealed by The Australian Financial

Review. And from what we are told, it had Leibler's fingerprints all over it. 

It looks like the start of a wider campaign and one that could snowball quickly should Merlon,

which owns 25 million AMP shares, get public and private support from some bigger

institutional investors. 
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If AMP wants to know what it is up

against, perhaps it could talk to Myer, which has

faced a similar firestorm for the past year from

one Solly Lew's Premier Investments. 

Because guess who's advising Lew...
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